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In moving towards Sustainable Development, McAleer & Rushe Contracts UK Ltd recognise its responsibility
for managing and reducing its carbon emissions. We are committed to ensuring that Carbon Management is
embedded as a core principle in its delivery of services to our customers, and to minimising the impact of our
operations on the environment. In particular we commit to:
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Annually measure, assess and report emissions of Carbon Dioxide (CO2) and associated greenhouse
gases
Identify opportunities to reduce these emissions and set targets to do so
Reduce energy use in our building and construction sites
Promote efficient energy use in our buildings and Construction sites
Ensure efficient use and management of utilities which will in turn minimiseconsumption, expenditure
and environmental impact without compromising comfortlevels and energy requirements
All site accommodation to include energy efficiency measures
Ensure monthly monitoring and reporting on energy use, costs and associated emissions to Senior
Management
Encourage the use of energy produced by alternative means, including solar power,wind turbines and
renewable sources. Consider the energy usage implications ofall Design and Build projects, promoting
design that lowers carbon emissions andin use and work to achieve net zero carbon buildings
Ensure all McAleer & Rushe offices, construction sites and plant are maintained toprovide good practice
energy use. Promote the use of electric and hybridtechnology where possible.
Encourage the use of more sustainable forms of transport across our operationsand reduce delivery
movements through effective logistics management
Encourage the use of teleconferencing facilities where possible
Promote public transport options to staff and members of our supply chain
Ensure that our staff are engaged and aware of their responsibility to reduce carbonemissions.
Encourage the management and reduction of carbon emissions within our supply chain
Allocate responsibility for the management of this policy at Senior Management level.

Through the adoption of this policy, McAleer & Rushe will educate and inform its customers, suppliers,
staff and the wider public of the benefits of taking an environmentally sound approach to business through
improved energy efficiency, reduced greenhouse gas emissions and lower operational costs.
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